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This paper presents the work done in designing a morphing wing concept for a small experimental unmanned

aerial vehicle to improve the vehicle’s performance over its intended speed range. The wing is designed with a

multidisciplinary design optimization tool, in which an aerodynamic shape optimization code coupled with a

structural morphingmodel is used to obtain a set of optimal wing shapes forminimumdrag at different flight speeds.

The optimization procedure is described as well as the structural model. The aerodynamic shape optimization code,

that uses a viscous two-dimensional panel method formulation coupled with a nonlinear lifting-line algorithm and a

sequential quadratic programming optimization algorithm, is suitable for preliminary wing design optimization

tasks. The morphing concept, based on changes in wing-planform shape and wing-section shape achieved by

extending spars and telescopic ribs, is explained in detail. Comparisons between optimized fixed wing performance,

optimal morphing wing performance, and the performance of the wing obtained from the coupled aerodynamic-

structural solution are presented. Estimates for the performance enhancements achieved by the unmanned aerial

vehicles when fittedwith this newmorphingwing are also presented. Some conclusions on this concept are addressed

with comments on the benefits and drawbacks of the morphing mechanism design.

Nomenclature

A = wing aspect ratio
b = wing span
C = right Cauchy–Green tensor
CD = vehicle drag coefficient
CDF = aircraft, less wing, parasite drag coefficient
CDW = wing drag coefficient
CL = wing lift coefficient
CL� = lift-curve slope
Cl = airfoil lift coefficient
c = chord
DW = total wing drag
Di = wing induced drag
D0 = wing parasite drag
F = force
f = objective function
g = inequality constraint
h = equality constraint
K = weight fraction constant
L = lift
Re = Reynolds number

S = wing reference area; second Piola–Kirchoff stress tensor
Sref = initial wing reference area
t = airfoil thickness
V = speed
W = weight; strain energy function
x = horizontal coordinate
y = lateral coordinate
z = vertical coordinate
� = angle of attack
� = wing twist
� = stretch factor; wing taper ratio
�i = ith design variable
�LE = airfoil leading-edge diameter

I. Introduction

N EW advances in smart materials and adaptive structures have
made possible the idea of morphing airfoils or wing shapes in-

flight to adapt the aircraft configuration to all flight conditions. The
goal is to create an airfoil orwing that will be able to reconfigure itself
to give optimal performance at all stages of flight.

Some of the morphing concepts are designed to change the shape
of the wing section alone, thus altering local camber, twist, and even
airfoil thickness distribution. Effective roll control and drag
reduction are the main goals of these morphing technologies.
Conformal surface controls are more lift, drag, and power efficient
than traditional hinged controls [1–4]. Twist and camber control can
adjust geometric and aerodynamic twist at different flight regimes
for aerodynamic efficiency. Many airfoil morphing concepts
have been proposed and developed, with some being implemented
experimentally on bench rigs and small unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs); for example, the active camber variation with rotating
ribs and sliding skin [5]; the form variable flap, able to produce
continuous chordwise and spanwise camber variation [6]; the airfoil
morphing via bistable laminated composite structures [7]; and
the airfoil morphing using actuated postbuckled, precompressed
piezoelectric transducers (PZTs) for roll control [8].
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It is apparent that wingmorphing givesmuch better improvements
than is possible to obtain from airfoilmorphing alone.Manydifferent
wingmorphing concepts are under development. These concepts can
change one or various geometric parameters of the wing, such as
span, chord, camber, sweep and twist, to name just a few, to adapt its
configuration to the various mission requirements. Wing morphing
concepts involve more radical shape changes than those of airfoil
morphing. Some of these concepts are the inflatable wing with new
materials for roll control (using nastic structures, bump flattening, or
trailing-edge deflection [9,10]); the variable-span wing [11] with
pneumatic telescopic spars [12,13]; the hyper-elliptic wing with
variable-camber span that uses a quaternary-binary link configura-
tion mechanism, shape memory alloy (SMA)-based tendons [14], or
tendon-actuated compliant cellular trusses made of octahedral unit
cells [15] for actuation [16]; the biologically inspired aeroservoe-
lastic control SMA threads or torque rods for high roll control
authority in micro air vehicles [17–20]; and the wing with variable-
cant winglets for roll control [21,22]. Two concepts under the
Morphing Aircraft Structures Program that have seen enormous
developments with full-scale models being built are the folding wing
concept of Lockheed Martin, with efficient loiter and fast dash
configurations [23–27], and the bat wing design of NextGen, with
high lift and efficient loiter configurations [28–30].

Because of radical shape and size changes that may result in the
morphing process, parts of the aircraft, other than the wings, may be
required to sustain morphing in order to maintain stability and
effective control. One such fully adaptive aircraft configuration was
developed to be used as an experimental testbed for aerodynamic
modeling and flight control [31]. The morphing capabilities of the
adaptive planform vehicle experiment design are variable sweep, tail
extension, span extension, and wing twist.

Awide range of adaptivematerials [32–34], such as shapememory
materials [35,36], macro fiber composites [37], flexible matrix
composites [38], or specially designed skin materials that exhibit
high in-planeflexibility while keeping out-of-plane stiffness [39] can
be used to accomplish some of the morphing concepts.

In addition to all the aforementioned advances, improvements in
computational fluid dynamics, optimization techniques, and multi-
disciplinary design approaches have also increased the ability of
engineers to improve the designs of aircraft. Since the late 1970s,
when Hicks and Henne [40] published one of the first papers on
aerodynamic shape optimization, aerodynamic shape optimization
has become a very active area of research, and several innovative
methods for the aerodynamic shape optimization of airfoils [41–49],
wings [50,51], full aircraft configurations [52–54], and even
aerostructural optimization of full aircraft configurations [55–62],
including the new blended-wing-body transport aircraft [63–68],
have been published. Different optimization algorithms, generally
gradient-based and evolutionary, and different fidelity analysis tools
have been used to solve these problems according to the design
requirements. In these papers, single, multipoint or robust aero-
dynamic shape optimization problems have been solved in order to
obtain a fixed optimal aircraft configuration. However, the new
advances in morphing mechanisms allow aircraft performance to be
further increased by obtaining the optimal aircraft configuration at
different stages of flight, and then use these morphing mechanisms
to change aircraft configurations in-flight to achieve an all-stage
optimal performance. Optimization of morphing airfoils has also
been performed for various applications: enhanced performance of a
UAV in some flight conditions [69]; increased endurance using the
variform concept, whereby the airfoil reduces thickness as the fuel
held inside the wings is burnt [70]; variable-camber airfoil, in which
the upper surface is moved up and down by means of PZT plates to
adjust the maximum lift-to-drag ratio to the required flight speed
[71]; effective yaw control through bumps on the upper surface of the
airfoil, for which minimum actuation energy is required [72]; airfoil
capable of splitting into two parts to increase wing area for loiter
flight [73,74]; and airfoil designed not only to reduce drag but also
the morphing actuation energy [75].

Other important aspects of morphing wing design are the weight
penalty and the actuation power that the morphing mechanisms

require in order to perform their tasks; as well as the integration of
aerodynamics, mechanism structure, and actuation design in the
optimization approach [76]. These aspects have important effects on
the optimal final morphing designs. Based on optimized finite
element (FE) models of a wing at different geometric states, wing
weight equations and methods to size morphing aircraft have been
developed [77–80]. Also, morphing strategies according to mission
have been addressed [81–83].

The purpose of introducing morphing capability in an aircraft is to
improve one or various performance parameters without significant
penalty in the remaining parameters. For example, if a morphing
aircraft can operate with lower drag when compared with a fixed
wing aircraft in some (or every) flight condition, then the morphing
aircraft will have improved performance parameters (such as fuel
consumption and maximum speed) that can also be traded off for
extra payload, extended range, or extended loiter time.

In this paper, an aerodynamic shape optimization code coupled
with a structural morphing model is used to obtain a set of optimal
wing shapes at different flight speeds of a light UAV to gain insight to
the capabilities of the morphing concept and obtain performance
improvements over the complete flight envelope of the UAV. Sec. II
describes the UAV characteristics. Sec. III presents the morphing
wing concept, the aerodynamic optimization method, and the
structural conceptual design of the morphing wing. Sec. IV presents
the results obtained from the optimization of the wing at different
flight speeds, and the results obtained from the coupled aerostructural
analysis, followed by a discussion on how they affect the per-
formance of the UAV. Finally, in the conclusions, the results are
analyzed in order to assess the performance of the morphing mech-
anisms and quantify the advantages of having such a morphing
capability.

II. Wing Requirements

A small experimental UAV that has been developed for studying
adaptive aeroelastic structures [33] is used as the design platform. Its
original wing structure is made of balsa wood ribs, a balsa wood
torsion box, and carbon-fiber spars. The total weight of the wing is
15N. The aim is to design amorphingwing that, over the same speed
range and for the same takeoff weight, will have less drag. Any
increase in the structural or morphing mechanism weights of the
wing is reduced from the fuel and payloadweight in order to keep the
total weight constant.

A. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Characteristics

The main geometric characteristics of the UAV to which the wing
will be fitted are a takeoff weightW of 100 N, a constant chord c of
0.33m across the span, awing area S of 0:792 m2, thewing span b of
2.4 m, and the wing aspect ratio A of 7.273. From c and S, one can
calculate the wing span b and the wing aspect ratio A. Figure 1
illustrates the UAV, showing the high wing, two-tail boom configu-
ration. The central part of the wing supports the two-tail booms and,
therefore, will not be changed in the design optimization. The UAV
wing uses the Wortmann FX 63–137 airfoil that provides a high
maximum lift coefficient and a lightweight structure due to its
comparatively high relative thickness. This UAV has a cruise speed

Fig. 1 Experimental UAV under study.
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of 30m=s but, due to its large wing size, it exhibits good low-speed
performance that was a driving factor in the original vehicle’s design.

In the aerodynamic analysis of the UAV, the drag coefficient of the
vehicle without wing CDF is assumed constant, with a value of 0.02,
and the drag coefficient of the wing CDW is a function of wing
geometry, angle of attack (AOA), and speed, for a total lift equal to
the vehicle’s weight. Equation (1) shows the drag coefficient
representation, taking the original wing area as the reference area
(Sref � 0:792 m2). It is assumed that only thewing contributes to lift:

CD � CDF � CDW�S=Sref� (1)

The UAV is fitted with a small gasoline engine with 1800 W
(2.4 hp) power at 12,000 rpm, driving a 0.38 m diameter fixed-pitch
propeller.

B. Performance Requirements

The goal of this work is to have a UAV for which the wing can
reconfigure itself in-flight to maximize its performance at a given
flight speed. The UAV should be able to fly from 15 to 50 m=swith
reduced fuel consumption over this speed rangewhen comparedwith
the UAV fitted with the original wing. The flight altitude is kept
constant at sea level.

III. Wing Design

Minimizing drag is a major concern in aircraft design. This is
particularly true in the design of a small UAVbecause its reduced size
limits the quantity of fuel carried and hence its range and endurance.
Thus, the definitions of the most suitable morphing strategy for
minimizing drag and the structural means to produce the shape
changes in the aircraft wing are very important.

A tool for designing the wing was developed by combining
in-house computer codes using well-established algorithms for aero-
dynamic analysis and optimization with a commercial program for
structural analysis. More advanced design approaches have been
proposed [76,80,81], but the algorithms implemented enabled fast
calculations on a single-processor computer and are suitable for
optimization work for conceptual and preliminary design evaluation.
All completed wing aerodynamic shape optimization cases required
between 2 and 8 h of running time on a single 2.4 GHz
Pentium 4 CPU.

A. Morphing Concept

The morphing concept is based on three variable wing geometric
parameters: variable span, variable chord, and variable airfoil shape.
These three variables allow the change in wing-planform shape and
size, as well as airfoil thickness and shape. All of these parameters
directly affect wing drag in all or some of the flight conditions. The
concept presented does not use adaptivematerials; it uses an adaptive
internal structure built with conventional materials that are covered
with a flexible skin for the aerodynamic shape. Unlike the NextGen
bat wing, which has a sweep/chord variation coupling that makes its
flexible skin withstand in-plane deformation without altering the
airfoil thickness, this concept changes the thickness by out-of-plane
actuation on the skin.

Therefore, in this study, thewing chord is allowed to vary between
1 and 1.5 times its lower limit value; the span is allowed to vary
between 1 and 1.4 times its lower limit value; and the airfoil thickness
is allowed to vary between 1 and 1.8 times its lower limit value. This
set of geometrical constraints is suitable for an optimization process
with drag minimization as the objective function. Once the wing
optimal shape is determined,within the geometrical limits, for a set of
flight conditions, a structural model of the morphing mechanism can
be built and a coupled aerostructural analysis scheme can be set up to
estimatewing drag performance and the effects of thewingmorphing
on other aerodynamic parameters.

The proposed mechanism tries to produce both chord and span
morphing, while allowing changes in the wing airfoil, either by
simply scaling the wing airfoil according to the new chord or by
actually changing the complete geometry of the airfoil. It consists of a

telescopic rib that is actuated by a rotational device that drives
screws, causing displacement on the outer skin of the wing section.
The amount of displacement in each station of the rib is determined
by the screw pitch and the allowable number of rotations that the
screw can take at that station.

The shape of the airfoil (chord length and thickness distribution
along the chord)must therefore be known previously to the assembly
of the mechanism, and this is why the optimization process is
needed before the design of the morphing mechanism is completed.
Although the mechanism concept does not represent the optimized
airfoil with enough accuracy, this approach is used to identify the
optimal shapes. Future developments may improve the actual shape
achieved by the mechanism. With this mechanism, the shape of the
airfoil has a direct relation with the chord and span length, and so the
optimized shapemust be found. If a linear relation between the chord
length and the airfoil shape can be used as an approximation, the
number of actuators needed to deform thewing skin could be reduced
through the use of screws or gears in order to transmit the motion
from moving rib parts.

B. Aerodynamic Optimization

The objective of themorphingwing design is tominimize thewing
drag DW at all speeds when lift L equals the aircraft weight. To
achieve this, a tool that searches for the best airfoil geometry and the
best wing-planform shape is used, taking geometric constraints
imposed by the limitations of the morphing technology into account.
The aerodynamic analysis is done in two steps. First, the two-
dimensional (2-D) aerodynamic coefficients as functions of AOA
and Reynolds number Re at specified wing sections across the span
are obtained using the solver of the XFOIL code [83]. In XFOIL, the
steady Euler equations in integral form are used to represent the
inviscid flow, and a compressible lag-dissipation integral method is
used to represent the boundary layers and wake. The entire viscous
solution (boundary layers and wake) is strongly interacted with the
incompressible potentialflowvia the surface transpirationmodel that
permits proper calculation of limited separation regions. Results
from XFOIL have been compared against experimental data with
good agreement [84]. The airfoils are represented by b-spline control
points in a similar fashion, as is described in Secanell et al. [69], but
instead of using the control points to define the airfoil surface, one
uses the control points to define the airfoil camber line and the airfoil
thickness distribution that are combined to give the airfoil surface
(see Fig. 2). Then, a nonlinear lifting-line method [85] algorithm is
used to obtain the lift distribution and the induced drag. Parasite drag
is obtained by integrating airfoil drag over thewing span. Thewing is
represented by the chord and incidence at specified sections along the
semispan. The sections’ aerodynamic information comes from the
previous step. Low-speed wings do not require any sweep in most
cases. Also, for theUAVunder study, the highwing position gives the

Fig. 2 Camber line and thickness distribution of the airfoils, and

corresponding airfoil geometry.
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necessary lateral stability, ruling out the need for any wing dihedral.
Because of those two factors, the simple lifting-line method was
selected to calculate the three-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients
of the wing. The classical Prandtl lifting-line theory assumes a
linear variation of Cl with AOA. However, in practice, as the AOA
approaches and exceeds the stall angle, the lift curve becomes
nonlinear. Therefore, there are practical reasons for extending
Prandtl’s classical theory to account for a nonlinear lift curve. The
elements of the lifting-line theory lend themselves to a purely
numerical solution that allows the treatment of nonlinear effects. This
method can be applied to a general planar finite wing of given
planform and geometric twist with different airfoil sections at
different spanwise stations. Data for the lift curves and parasite drag
curves of the airfoil sections, including the nonlinear regime, are
obtained from the airfoil aerodynamic analysis tool. The numerical
iterative solution for the finite wing properties are described in
detail in [85]. The method implemented has been shown to com-
pare reasonably well with experiment, even near the stall [85].
Convergence of the lift distribution for a wing, with the chords
varying in a nonlinear fashion along the span, has been achievedwith
less than 30 semispan airfoil stations [84]. By using this aerodynamic
analysis approach, one assumes that the wing remains planar after
loading, thus requiring enough bending stiffness from the wing spar.
Also, spanwise loads are not available.

The aerodynamic shape optimization is carried out with the
sequential quadratic programming (SQP), constrained optimization
algorithm DONLP2 [86]. The purpose of the DONLP2 algorithm is
the minimization of a (in general, nonlinear) differentiable real
function subject to (in general, nonlinear) inequality and equality
constraints. Numerical techniques, such as DONLP2, generally
assume that the design space is convex, continuous, and unimodal.
Because of this, numerical techniques tend to converge quickly
to a local optimum close to the initial design point. Thus, the
effectiveness in finding a global optimum is highly dependent on the
topology of the design space and the choice of the initial design point.
Nonetheless, SQP has been shown to produce good results [48,49].

The gradients of the objective function and constraints are a
requirement of any gradient-based optimization algorithm. In this
work, the gradients are computed using forward finite differences
that enable the problem of finding the gradients to be treated as a
black box. Therefore, it can be used with any fluid flow solver
because it does not involve changes in the solver’s code.

The aerodynamic shape optimization problem can be stated as
Minimize with regard to vi

f�v� �DW�v� (2a)

subject to

�h�v� � 0� g�v� � 0 (2b)

where the design variables v may be flight and/or geometric
parameters, and the equality h�v� and inequality g�v� constraints
may be lift and/or geometric parameters.

Figure 3 shows a flowchart that illustrates the implementation
of the aerodynamic shape optimization tool. The code can be
summarized as follows:

1) Create the airfoils using the b-spline approach.
2) Create a pseudosurface with airfoils and wing-planform

geometric information.
3) Compute objective function f�v� and constraints h�v� and g�v�

of the optimization problem using the aerodynamic solve.
4) Compute gradients of objective function and constraints using

forward differences.
5) Solve the optimization problem using the SQP method.
6) If the optimization problem has converged, stop; if the

optimization has not yet converged, continue.
7)Use the newdesignvariables to create new airfoils and planform

geometry, and go to step 3.

C. Structural Conceptual Design

1. Skin Material

To achieve the desired shape changes for the morphing wing, the
skin material has to allow high strains, which is not the case with the
materials usually used in conventional aircraft. Therefore, rigid
materials, such as metals or high-stiffness/low-strain polymer
membranes, were ruled out. Rubber materials and other polymers
could be considered as candidates, including new smart materials
such as shape memory polymers. Nevertheless, natural rubber was
chosen to be the skin material in this conceptual design, due to its
availability and low price, and the goal of this project, which is to
prove the morphing concept without much concern about cyclic
fatigue or environmental hazard. The use of a shapememory polymer
was initially considered, but the increase in complexity of the
morphing system due the heating requirements and the elastic–
perfectly-plastic behavior of such material makes its shape memory
properties, at least, unusable when the wing is loaded.

2. Chord Extension Mechanism

The purpose of this mechanism is not only to increase the chord at
a wing section but also to discretize the airfoil and allow changes in
airfoil thickness at some control points. In this work, it is considered
that themechanism divides the airfoil into six different sections along
the chord: three of them being evenly spaced from the quarter-chord
to the leading edge, and the other three being evenly spaced from the
quarter-chord to the trailing edge.

A total of 10 control points are considered for thickness changes,
five on the upper surface of the airfoil and five on the lower surface,
paired at the same chordwise coordinate. Leading-edge and trailing-
edge points are not considered for thickness changes. As the
mechanism expands, the chordwise relative positions of the control
points are maintained. Figure 4 illustrates the design of the rib
expansion mechanism parts. It includes a threaded core (the threads
are not shown in Fig. 4a) that is rotated bymeans of an actuator, and it
produces translational movement of the remaining mechanism
parts. As these parts move, vertical screws are driven to change the
thickness of the airfoil at the control points. It is assumed that suitable
actuators can be found to rotate the core of the rib extension
mechanism. No detailed actuation solution was devised because, at
this stage, only preliminary studies have been performed.

3. Span Extension Mechanism

The span extensionmechanism is intended to stretch thewing skin
and maintain the even distribution of the rib expansion mechanisms
along the span of the wing. This is done by pushing the spars out of
the fuselage. Because the ribsmust slide along the spars, there cannot
be only one solid spar; therefore, the spars’ overall stiffness can be

Fig. 3 Flowchart of the wing aerodynamic shape optimization design

tool.
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affected, depending on how the multiple spars are constrained. By
using the appropriate dimensions and number of plates between the
ribs, themechanism shown in Fig. 5willmaintain the even spacing of
the ribs along the wing span. Another possible way to maintain the
equal spacing of the ribs would be to introduce some spring elements
connecting the ribs. Rubber bands are an example of elements that
might be used. Again, at the current stage of this work, no particular
actuation solution was devised for pushing the spar elements out of
the fuselage.

4. Wing Structural Finite Element Model

The FE structural model of the wing was built not only to perform
the coupled aerodynamic-structural analysis but also to assess the
wing deformation forces involved in such a structure. Therefore, the
model is required to allow the application of aerodynamic loads on
the wing deformable skin and simulate some of the moving parts of
the morphing mechanism in such a way that relevant forces and
moments acting on it can be obtained.

Skin Material Model. Rubberlike materials can be modeled in a
number of ways when a FE model is applied, traditionally using a

strain energy function dependent on only deviatoric deformations. A
variety of strain energy functions are supported by ANSYS®
[87,88], the commercial structural analysis program used, and the
user can choose the one that better fits the material data that are being
modeled. In the present case, the Yeoh model [89–92] was used.

Also, some conformal elements were added to the model, to help
reduce the skin deformation between the ribs, that were not planned
in the initial mechanism conception. These conformal elements were
modeled as elastic strings with high Young’s modulus (see Figs. 6c
and 6d).

Skin Material Model. For simplicity, the rib mechanism’s
rotating core and the span extension mechanism parts were assumed
to be rigid enough to support all deformation loads with negligible
deformation of their own; therefore, they are not modeled. This
statement is true if the mentioned parts are sized according to the
loads they are subject to, which can be done after the analysis.
Figure 7 illustrates the type of elements used in the FE model and
where they are used.

Displacements and Loads. Structural displacements are applied
at specific nodes that are connected to the mechanism parts using
MPC184. The FE software solution enables one to assess the reaction

Fig. 4 Rib extension mechanism (not to scale): a) normal and exploded views b) retracted and c) extended.
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forces and moments in these nodes, allowing the assessment of the
structural requirements for the morphing mechanisms.

Aerodynamic loads are applied directly to the skin nodes as forces
in the Cartesian reference frame. These forces were calculated by
integrating and dimensionalizing the pressure coefficient (normal to
surface) and the friction coefficient (tangent to surface) obtained
from the aerodynamic analysis over the adjacent area, between the

previous and following sections, of all stations considered (50 in
total). Pressure coefficients and friction coefficients were obtained
for each wing section at every panel node by running the 2-D airfoil
analysis program for the local AOA obtained from the lifting-line
analysis. In doing this, it was assumed that the force component in the
y direction (spanwise) was negligible, because the aerodynamic
analysis method is not capable of calculating it. Because the
aerodynamic model mesh is different from the mesh used for the
structural analysis (which is more refined), forces in a particular
location are evenly distributed in the surrounding skin nodes.

Solution Convergence Study. A simple convergence study using
a section of thewingwas performed to assess the suitability of the FE
model mesh. This study revealed that the refinement of the mesh
could solve convergence problems, but deformation forces and
moments’ results did not differ significantly from a less refined mesh
to a more refined mesh, mostly because the least refined mesh
that allows convergence of the problem is already highly refined.
Therefore, to reduce computation time requirements, the least refined
mesh was chosen to be used in the structural analysis, and more
refinedmesheswere usedwhenever convergence problems occurred.
A mesh size of 344,830 elements was used, from which 271,360
were used for the skin modeling, 39,558 were used for mechanism
parts modeling, 21,000 were used for elastic strings modeling, and
the remainder were used for imposing translation movement on
the modeled mechanism parts (contact and multipoint constraint
elements).

Note on the Use of Initial Stretch of the Skin. To resist and
transmit aerodynamic forces to the structure, thewing skin acting as a
membranemust be stretched before the loading. However, the rubber
material model used in this work becomes unstable at high stretches,
say � � 1:7; that means that for a fully deformed wing, a high initial
stretch would cause model convergence problems. Therefore, the
initial stretch was adjusted to allow the full analysis of the wing for
each flight condition, bearing in mind that real rubber materials can
stretch up to 100% and more, and that this action will cause error in
the prediction of deformation forces. The initial stretch varies from
5% for configurations with the highest span value to 20% for
configurations with the lowest span.

D. Aerodynamic Optimization and Coupled Aerostructural Analysis

The approach used to estimate the morphing wing drag and
structural requirements is illustrated in Fig. 8. At a given flight

Fig. 5 Spar extension mechanism (not to scale): retracted (top) and extended (bottom).

Fig. 6 FE wing model: a) skin and mechanism, b) deformed skin and

mechanism, c) mechanism, and d) deformed mechanism.
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condition and aircraft weight, the aerodynamic optimization tool
optimizes thewing shape and passes it togetherwith the aerodynamic
loads to the structural model. Here, the structural control points of the
morphing ribs are made coincident to the aerodynamic control
points, and the aerodynamic loads are distributed to the skin FE
model nodes. Then, the structural analysis is carried out with the
control points fixed, and the deformation of the skin is obtained.
In the next iteration, the new wing shape is passed back to the
aerodynamic solver and new loads are computed. The process is
repeated until convergence is achieved.When allflight conditions are
analyzed, the most critical loads on the rib control points will be used
to size themechanical parts and structural components of the internal
mechanism. At the moment, weight and power requirements are not
fed back to the optimization phase.

The convergence criterion for this coupled problem is based on the
aerodynamic loads, because only these loads vary and cause different
deformations on the structure. Once the aerodynamic loading is
nearly constant, the deformed wing has its stationary shape for the
currentflight condition. Therefore, convergence is obtainedwhen the
following conditions are satisfied:

P
n
j j1 � Fxi�1j =Fxijj

n
	 10�2 (3a)

P
n
j j1 � Fzi�1j =Fzijj

n
	 10�2 (3b)

where i is the iteration number, Fxj and Fzj are the aerodynamic
forces in the Cartesian frame of reference evaluated at the jth point,

and n is the number of points in which the aerodynamic forces are
evaluated. This criterion corresponds to an average relative error of
less than 1% in the forces.

E. Morphing Concept Limitations

Some limitations imposed by the morphing concept described in
this work are due to the morphing mechanism not being able to
represent the optimized wing shape with enough accuracy. The main
differences between the optimized shape and the deformed wing
shape consist of the following:

1) The mechanism is unable to provide the ribs with a smooth
airfoil shape with nice curved lines between control points.

2) Thefixed leading-edge radius is too small at low speeds because
the maximum thickness and camber positions move forward and the
first control point stands out creating a good place to trigger
separation.

3) The mechanism is unable to sufficiently change the airfoil
camber line for low speed flight.

4) The use of a flexible skin implies that the aerodynamic loading
may deform the skin significantly which alters the aerodynamic
characteristics of the airfoils.

Because the mechanism is based on screw motion, displacements
of mechanism parts will have linear relationships with the dis-
placement actuators; therefore, awing-section chord that has a strong
nonlinear relation with other wing geometrical parameters (e.g.,
wing span variation) will suffer from linear approximation errors
unless a specific actuator for that section is used, thus increasingwing
weight.

IV. Results and Discussion

The numerical results of this work are very promising as to the
extent of performance improvements that can be achieved with the
morphing concept proposed.

In Sec. IV.A, the results of the aerodynamic optimization are
presented, and the particular characteristics of the procedure are
explained. Wing optimized planform area and airfoil geometry
results for different flight speeds are shown. Sec. IV.B shows the
solutions of the coupled aerodynamic-structural analysis for the
flight conditions for which the analyses were completed. Differences
between the optimized shape of the morphing wing and the actual
mechanism-deformed morphing wing solution are pointed out,
and their effects on aerodynamic performance are discussed. In
Sec. IV.C, performance comparisons between initial wing, optimized
morphing wing, and mechanism-deformed morphing wing are
shown; and overall morphing benefits are discussed. Future possible
mechanism improvements are addressed.

A. Aerodynamic Optimization Results

The existing UAV wing is analyzed first with geometric
characteristics of the UAV and the Wortmann FX 63–137 airfoil.
Then, two optimized fixed wings, with some empirical weight
information included in the analysis, are designed for the cruise

Fig. 7 Element types used in the FE wing model: a) Beam4, Shell63, and Link10; and b) Conta178 and MPC184.
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speed of 30 m=s: one without any low-speed requirement and
another with a stall-speed requirement. Finally, themorphingwing is
optimized for all speeds, and the results are compared with the other
cases. In the XFOIL analysis, a power n of six in the boundary-layer
envelope en transition criteria was chosen because it gave better
results when compared with experimental airfoil aerodynamic data
[83].

1. Original Wing

The only design variable in this case is the AOA. All geometric
parameters are constants. The aim of the analysis is to find the AOA
that results in the required wing lift of 100 N (i.e., L�W).

The Wortmann FX 63–137 airfoil, which has a relative thickness
of 13.66%, is shown in Fig. 9a. The results of the original wing are
shown in Fig. 10. The negative AOA at cruise speed clearly shows
that the wing with the Wortmann FX 63–137 airfoil is oversized for
this flight condition but, on the other hand, allows the UAV to have a
low stall speed.

2. Optimized Fixed Wing

This fixed wing optimization problem is presented in order to
1) demonstrate that a morphing wing is important if one wants to
obtain performance improvements over a wide range of speed
regimes, and 2) have an optimized fixed wing to compare with the
morphing wing concept presented, because the original wing is
oversized for the performance required.

In this optimization problem, the chord is limited to a minimum of
0.1m to avoid excessively high aspect ratios, and aminimumvalue of
1% is imposed on the leading-edge control point of the airfoil. The
optimization problem is stated as follows, in which all lengths are in
meters, angles are in degrees, and speeds are in meters per second,

Minimize with regard to vi

DW �DW�vi; V� �i� 1–16 V � 30� (4a)

subject to

L�vi;V��W �V� 30� L�vi;V� �W �V� 15�
2:0	 v1 	 3:4 0:10	 v2 	 0:33 0:10	 v3 	 0:33

�4	 v4 	 0 � 5	 v5 	 15 v11 � 0:01 vj � 0

�j� 12–16�

(4b)

where

v1 � b v2 � croot v3 � ctip v4 � �tip v5 � �
vj � �zk=c�control �j� 6; 16 k� 1; 11�

(5)

In the design optimization problem of the fixed geometry wing,
three wing sections were specified to represent the wing planform:
one at the root, one at 0.2 m from root, and another at the tip of the
wing. The airfoil analysis tool calculates the aerodynamic coefficient
curves of the airfoil at these sections and interpolates elsewhere. The
wing semispan was divided into 50 sections for the lifting-line

Fig. 9 Airfoils a) Wortman FX 63–137, SD–2030, and NACA 0009 airfoils and b) optimized airfoil for the fixed wing.

Fig. 10 Aerodynamic results for the fixed wing optimization problem: a) drag and b) AOA.
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analysis. The airfoils were discretized by using the 2-b-spline
method, representing the thickness distribution and the camber
distribution, with the 11 control points that are used as design
variables placed at 0c, 0:05c, 0:2c, 0:5c, 0:8c, and 0:95c. A total of
150 panels, distributed in the full cosine form,were used in the airfoil
analysis.

The initial design in this optimization problem is a rectangular
wing with a chord length of 0.1 m and a span of 2.4 m. The wing has
no twist and is set at an AOA so that the resulting lift value equals the
weight of the aircraft. The chord is allowed to change at the root and
tip, creating a trapezoidal wing. Linear geometric twist is also a
design variable, as well as the span. The only two geometric
constraints imposed were a maximum span of 3.4 m and a minimum
value of 0.001 m for the abscissa of the control point, that represents
the thickness distributions placed at 0:95c. In this design, empirical
weight information for the wing, the tailplane, and the vertical tail
was introduced to allow for the variations in airfoil relative thickness,
wing area, aspect ratio, and taper ratio. The weight formulation is
exposed next.

The final UAV weight is

W2 �W1 ��WW ��WH ��WV (6a)

or

W2 �W1 �WW1

�
WW2

WW1

� 1

�
�WH1

�
WH2

WH1

� 1

�

�WV1

�
WV2

WV1

� 1

�
(6b)

whereW1 is the initial weight of theUAVand�WW ,�WH , and�WV

are the increments in wing, tailplane, and vertical tail weights,
respectively. Indices 1 and 2 refer to initial and final conditions,
respectively. Using the weight definitions of [93] for the wing,
tailplane, and vertical tail, theweight increments of Eq. (6a) are given
by

�WW � KWW1

��
S2
S1

�
0:758

�
A2

A1

�
0:6
�
�2
�1

�
0:04
�
�t=c�2
�t=c�1

��0:3



�
W2

W1

�
0:49

� 1

�
(7a)

�WH � KHW1

��
S2
S1

�
1:344

�
A2

A1

��0:448�W2

W1

�
0:414

� 1

�
(7b)

�WV � KVW1

��
S2
S1

�
1:31
�
A2

A1

�
0:437

�
W2

W1

�
0:49

� 1

�
(7c)

whereKW ,KH , andKV are the ratios of the initial component weight
to the initial vehicle’s total weight for thewing, tailplane, and vertical
tail, respectively. For this particularUAV, their values areKW � 0:15,
KH � 0:03, and KV � 0:01. Equations (7b) and (7c) were derived
assuming the tailplane and the vertical tail volume coefficients
remained constant during the optimization. The rest of the aircraft
weight is assumed to be constant. These equations are calculated
iteratively, starting with a guess value for the final weight.

The wing was optimized for the design speed of 30 m=s with a
constraint that enforces that at a speed of 15 m=s, the lift produced by
the wing must be greater or equal to the weight of the aircraft. The
initial airfoil for this design was the SD–2030 with a relative
thickness of 8.56%. This airfoil is shown in Fig. 9a. The final wing

design is summarized in Tables 1 and 2, in which an increase in
weight and a large reduction in wing area can be observed. The
reduction in drag is achieved by reducing the wing area and airfoil
thickness and by increasing airfoil camber, which mainly affects
parasite drag, and by increasing aspect ratio and washout that mainly
affect induced drag. The reduced chord length has a negative effect
on the skin friction drag due to the resulting reduced Re, but it
is totally offset by the more efficient wing-planform shape. The
optimized airfoil can be seen in Fig. 9b.

The airfoil shape is quite different from the original airfoil. The
airfoil is thinner and exhibits lessmaximum camber; the values being
5.79 and 2.82%, respectively. Because the optimum chord, in this
case, is greater than the minimum chord constraint, the wing was
allowed to have taper. The resulting taper ratio was 0.66, and the
washout angle was only 0.4 deg as seen from Table 1.

Table 2 shows that the aircraft weight has increased 6% from the
original weight. This is mainly due to the large aspect ratio and the
reduced airfoil relative thickness. The parasite drag was reduced,
mainly due to the area being smaller, and the induced drag was also
reduced despite the increased weight. Figure 10 illustrates the drag
and AOA variation, with speed for the original wing and the
optimized fixed wing. The optimized wing is better than the original
wing at speeds above 16 m=s. This wing, represented with the deltas
in Fig. 10, has 55% less drag than the original wing at 30 m=s.

These results clearly show that different solutions are obtained
when different performance constraints are imposed on the optimi-
zation problem. Even though one design can perform better than
another in one flight condition, it probably will perform worse in a
different flight condition. The two drag curves of Fig. 10 illustrate
this very clearly. The benefits that a morphing wing can bring to
aircraft design aremany and very promising. By adapting its shape to
the flight conditions, the wing can produce low drag over a wider
speed range, thus enhancing the overall vehicle’s performance. By
using a morphing concept, one can design the wing, not for a design
point, but for a design range.

Table 1 Weight and geometric characteristics of the optimized fixed wing

Wing W, N S, m2 c, m b, m A � t=c, % Camber, % �, �

Original 100.00 0.792 0.330 2.400 7.27 1.00 13.66 5.79 0.00
Optimized from SD–2030 106.01 0.548 0:219 � 0:144 3.023 16.69 0.66 7.27 2.82 �0:43

Table 2 Drag results of the optimized fixed wing

Wing W, N S, m2 Do, N Di, N DW , N

Original 100.00 0.792 4.651 1.237 5.888
Optimized from SD–2030 106.01 0.548 1.914 0.748 2.662

Table 3 Drag reductions from original wing design

Wing 15 m=s 20 m=s 30 m=s 40 m=s 50 m=s

Optimized fixed �21:2 19.1 54.8 47.9 47.8
Optimized morphing 11.2 33.3 52.2 63.9 69.7
Deformed morphing �6:3 5.0 26.9 39.6 34.5

Table 4 Geometric data of the optimal morphing wing and

the mechanism-deformed morphing wing

V, m=s Optimized wing
area, m2

Deformed wing
area, m2

Area reduction, %

15 0.902 0.885 1.88
20 0.748 0.737 1.47
30 0.600 0.583 2.83
40 0.528 0.523 0.95
50 0.528 0.523 0.95
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3. Morphing Wing

Even though the tool enables a large number of design variables to
be used, only 13 design variables are adopted in this design problem.
The designvariables are the AOA �, the span of thewing b, the chord
length c at two semispan positions (the chord at which thewing joins
the central wing and the tip chord), and the airfoil shape. In this case,
the span is allowed to vary between 2.4 and 3.4 m, and the chord
length is limited to a minimum of 0.22 m and a maximum of 0.33 m.
The variation of the chord length between these two design chords is
linear. The airfoils at the reference stations can change its thickness,
and camber distribution is only limited by a thickness in the range 14
to 25.2 mm. There is no twist of the wing because the morphing
concept does not permit such mechanism, and the sweep angle at the
quarter-chord position is kept constant and equal to zero. A fixed
leading-edge diameter �LE is also imposed. These geometric
constraints are imposed due to the physical limitations of the
morphing mechanisms and the rubberlike material to be used for the
skin. The optimization statement is given next, in which all lengths
are in meters, and speeds are in meters per second.

Minimize with regard to vi

DW �DW�vi; V� �i� 1–13 V 2 �15; 50�� (8a)

subject to

L�vi;V��W �LE�4:0
10�3 2:40	 v1	 3:40

0:22	 vi	 0:33 �i�2;3�
4:0
10�3	 jz�x=c��0:75j 	 7:2
10�3

6:0
10�3	 jz�x=c��0:5j 	 10:8
10�3

7:0
10�3	 jz�x=c��0:25j 	 12:6
10�3

6:0
10�3	 jz�x=c��0:167j 	 10:8
10�3

5:5
10�3	 jz�x=c��0:083j 	 9:9
10�3

(8b)

where

v1 � b v2 � croot v3 � ctip v4 � �
vi � �z=c�controlj �i� 5–13 j� 2–6; 9–12�

(9)

The design variables 5 to 13 are the abscissas of the airfoil’s b-
spline control point coordinates nondimensionalized by the chord
length. Here, the b-splines are represented by 13 control points, from
which the points 2 to 6 are used as design variables for the thickness
distribution, and points 9 to 12 are used as design variables for the
camber line of the airfoil at 0c, 0:0833c, 0:25c, 0:5c, and 0:75c
(Fig. 2). In thiswork, only the geometry of one airfoil is changed, and

all wing sections use the same surface z value at the same x=c
position, so that all z values arewithin the limits specified previously.
The vertical length z is used as a constraint, rather than the relative
vertical position, because the mechanism concept places the control
points at some z value bound by geometric constraints irrespective of
the local chord length. For example, different chord lengths have the
same thickness but different relative thickness. The tool allows
different airfoils to be designed at different wing stations, but due to
the strict geometric constraints and the need for a simple actuation
mechanism, it was decided to have identical thickness distributions at
all stations. Also, it was observed that only small drag reductions
were achieved with different airfoil sections across the span, which
did not pay off the increased computational time required and
mechanical complexity.

The initial design was the minimum wing area planform with a
span of 2.4 m and a constant chord of 0.22 m, set at an AOA of
0.1 deg, and a representation of the NACA 0009 airfoil (see Fig. 9a),
which fits the required constraints. The wing semispan was divided
into 50 sections for the lifting-line analysis. A total of 150 panels
were used in the airfoil analysis, concentrating the points closer to the
small radius leading edge in a cosine distribution. Convergence of the
optimization proved to be very dependent on the initial design. Care
must be taken when choosing the initial design and the optimization
convergence parameters as referred to in Spelluci [87]. It was
observed that starting the optimization at higher speeds and using the
optimized design at a given speed, as the starting point for the next
reduced speed, helped greatly in the optimization process. Thus, the
wing was first optimized for a speed of 50 m=s. The optimum design
was then used as the initial design for the next lower speed of 45 m=s.
The process was then repeated for the remaining speeds. Figures 11
and 12 illustrate, respectively, the final airfoils and the geometric
properties for the speeds analyzed.

In Fig. 11, the airfoils are divided into two groups: below and
above 25 m=s. Above 25 m=s (Fig. 11b), as the speed reduces from
the maximum of 50 m=s, the thickness of the airfoil increases in an
almost uniformmanner. The same is true for camber. Above 40 m=s,
the airfoil shape changes very little. Note that the lower surface shape
remains almost unchanged for the geometric constraints imposed,
but the upper surface rises, as the speed reduces and AOA increases,
to maintain a favorable gradient pressure and delay separation.
Below 25 m=s, the airfoils change quite a lot in both thickness
distribution and camber distribution (Fig. 11a). As speed decreases,
the chordwise location of the maximum camber moves forward to
allow the flow to remain attached as long as possible to the upper
surface of the thin airfoils. For example, the root airfoil relative
thickness of the 14 m=s wing is only about 6.2%, due to the
geometric limits. Below 16 m=s, the maximum camber position
moves to about 15%of the chord. Between 16 and 25 m=s, the airfoil
shape is very different from the other airfoils. Maximum camber

Fig. 11 Morphing wing airfoils a) below 25 m=s and b) above 25 m=s.
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increases, and the camber distribution exhibits an inflection toward
the trailing edge as seen from the 16 m=s airfoil shape. This happens
after the wing span reaches its maximum allowed value of 3.4 m.

The change in planform shape is very interesting (Fig. 12a).
Starting from the minimum area condition, as speed is reduced, the
span progressively extends to its maximum value. Span varies from
its minimum at around 35 m=s to its maximum at about 25 m=s. The
chord remains at its minimum value until 18 m=s is reached. Only
then, the chord at the root starts increasing until it reaches its upper
limit. Then, the tip chord increases to achieve the required wing area.
This sequence in the planform morphing of the wing is required to
keep the induced drag low, which means having the highest aspect
ratio possible together with the attainable taper ratio, given the
constraints. It is interesting to note that the wing never reaches the
maximum allowed planform area because the resulting airfoil with
the chord of 0.33 m is very thin, and its maximum lift coefficient is
much smaller than that of the resulting airfoil with the chord of
0.22 m. It is apparent that the airfoil morphing mechanism is very
restrictive as far as thickness and camber are concerned. From
Fig. 12b, it is observed that above 25 m=s, the AOAvaries very little
(only 1.4 deg).

From these results, one expects the wing to be most efficient at
25 m=s, in which the maximum aspect ratio occurs together with the
wing area just required. This can be seen from Fig. 13a, in which the
morphing wing drag results are shown. In this figure, the wings are
labeled with values representing the speed for which they were
optimized. For instance, wing 30 is thewing geometry obtained from

the optimization problem at 30 m=s. It is clearly seen that the
morphing concept will adapt the wing shape for a given speed in
order to keep the drag at the lowest possible value at that speed, given
the morphing mechanisms geometric constraints. The morphing
wing drag curve is thus given by the minimum drag values of each
wing and is represented by the solid circles in Fig. 13a.

4. Comparison of Wing Aerodynamic Designs

In Fig. 13b, it can be seen that the drag of the morphing wing is
reduced for all speeds above 15 m=s when compared with the
original wing. It is clearly seen that the morphing concept’s inability
to increase the camber of thewing greatly affects thewing drag at low
speeds. On the other hand, its ability to reduce thewing area at higher
speeds improves its performance. The drag reduction percentages at
five speeds are shown in Table 3. At cruise speed (30 m=s), the
reduction in drag is more than 50%, an important contribution to
flight efficiency. Reductions of up to 70% would be achieved at
higher speeds. The optimized fixed wing is only better than the
morphing wing around its design condition. Note that these values
are for the wing alone. Somewhat lower gains for the complete
aircraft will result, and these are analyzed later in the paper.

B. Coupled Aerostructural Morphing Wing Design Results

Figure 14 shows the deformed wings obtained from the coupled
aerodynamic-structural analysis for five different airspeeds within
the speed range of the UAV. Depending on the stiffness of the

Fig. 12 Morphing wing geometry: a) chord distribution and b) size and AOA.

Fig. 13 Morphing wing drag results: a) morphing wing and b) comparison with other wings.
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modeling strings, the skin between the ribs takes a curved or straight
shape in the lines that connect control points. As the stiffness of
these elements increases, the lines become straighter. This allows
simulation of the expected planform area more accurately. Earlier
structural models with insufficient string stiffness showed that the
area reduction due to the chord reduction between the ribs was
significant. This is not the case with the present structural model, as
can be seen fromTable 4. Other structural model improvementswere
made after the actuation forces were obtained from the model. Once
these data are gathered, themechanismpartswere not required for the
structural analysis, because only the skin had influence in the
aerodynamic loading, and the mechanism parts deformation was
negligible.

The parts in contact with the skin were simulated by beam
elements that did not allow the skin to rotate freely at the contact
points, maintaining its original angle and not behaving like a
membrane in contact with the structure. Removing these beam
elements, and imposing the translational displacements of the skin at
the contact points, allowed the skin to behave like a membrane
and contributed to achievement of an easier convergence of the
aerodynamic analysis of the deformed skin, as well as a model that
better represented the real case.

From the pressure coefficient plots in Fig. 15, it can be seen that,
whereas the section chord length reduces as the section is farther
away from the rib extension mechanism, the same (or even higher)
maximum thickness of the rib section occurs due to the suction forces
on the section. This will translate in a reduction of the total lift of the
wing. An overall stiffer mechanism model with stiffer elastic strings
would force the wing skin to deform, and increase the wing area
through chord expansion along the span of the wing, but that would
also mean stiffer parts for the mechanism would need to be used.

This poses a problem, due both to weight increase and geometric
constraints.

Because rubber is not a rigid material, when it is wrapped as a
sleeve around the wing internal mechanism and structure with some
level of preextension, it tends to the shape shown in Fig. 15. Straight
lines form between consecutive control points at any section that
causes the reduction of the chord and thickness between consecutive
ribs. As a result, the wing aerodynamic characteristics are different
from the perfectly smooth optimized wing. The solution from the
aerostructural analysis is shown in the deformed tip airfoils depicted
in Fig. 15a. The pressure coefficient distributions around the wing
(Figs. 15b, 15d, and 15f) illustrate the peaks of alternating zones of
low pressure and high pressure that occur due to the small curvature
of the wing surface at the control points. Wing drag was mainly
affected by the section deformation. Induced drag remained almost
unchanged.

Figure 16 shows the drag andAOA results. Table 5 summarizes the
reduction percentages in drag, obtained by the morphing wing
relative to the optimized fixed wing. The drag performance of the
deformed morphing wing is not comparable to that of the optimized
morphing wing, or even to that of the optimized fixed wing. The
flexible skin surface deformation greatly influenced the parasite drag
of this wing. The drag improvements of the optimized morphing
wing over the optimized fixed wing are important except for the
design speed of 30 m=s. On the other hand, the deformed morphing
wing is totally outperformed by the optimized fixed wing and its stall
speed increased to 15:5 m=s. The optimized morphing wing still
manages a stall speed of 14 m=s.

One important advantage of the morphing wing is that the AOA
between 20 and 50 m=s varies only by 3.5 deg for the morphing
wings as opposed to the variation of 7.3 deg for the fixed wing. This

Fig. 14 Vertical displacement of the skin of the deformedmorphingwing at different speeds: a) 15 m=s, b) 20 m=s, c) 30 m=s, d) 40 m=s, and e) 50 m=s.
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situation helps in maintaining the fuselage in an almost horizontal
position for most of the speed range in straight and level flight, for
which some surveillance applicationsmay be of interest. On the other
hand, fuselage drag can be reduced because it may be at a small AOA
to the airflow.

The assessment of these effects will be discussed in the next
section. These results show that the optimal morphing wing shapes
will not be achieved with the mechanism concept and flexible skin
described, but the degree of approximation depends on the properties
and dimensions of the mechanism components and skin material.

Fig. 15 Deformedmorphingwing results from the aerostructural analysis: a)wing sections atwing tip, b) pressure coefficient distributions at 15:5 m=s,
c) wing planform at 20 m=s, d) pressure coefficient distributions at 30 m=s, e) wing planform at 40 m=s, and f) pressure coefficient distributions at

50 m=s.
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C. UAV Performance Results

To quantify the effect of the wing drag on the performance of the
UAV, several parameters such as maximum speed, range, endurance,
and rate of climb are compared with the help of Figs. 17 and 18 and
Table 6. Some comments on the relative performance between the
optimized fixed wing and the morphing wings are made next.

Fig. 16 Aerodynamic results for the morphing wing optimization problem: a) drag and b) AOA.

Fig. 17 UAV performance with the four wings: a) required and available power with a 2.4 hp piston engine and b) rate of climb.

Fig. 18 UAV performance with the four wings: a) range and b) endurance.

Table 5 Drag reductions from optimized fixed wing design

Wing 15:5 m=s 20 m=s 30 m=s 40 m=s 50 m=s

Optimized morphing 23.1 17.6 �5:8 30.6 42.0
Deformed morphing 1.7 �17:4 �61:6 �15:9 �25:5
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As far as the optimized morphing wing UAV is concerned,
performance enhancements are only observed below and above
30 m=s. Maximum speed, with the 2.4 hp engine installed, increases
by 3%, which is about 1:5 m=s faster. These results predict that
increased maximum range is possible to as much as 2%, and the
maximum endurance may increase by 5.8% for the same total UAV
weight and 10 N of fuel. One shortcoming of the concept is the
limited amount of camber achieved by the wing, resulting in an
increase in the stall speed of 16.7% and reduced performance at low
speeds.

As discussed previously, the deformed morphing wing is out-
performed by the optimized fixed wing due to the excessive skin
deformation resulting from the extendingmorphingmechanisms and
the aerodynamic loads. In cruise, the required power of the vehicle
increases by 10.4%, and range and endurance are reduced by 6.5%.
Maximum range decreases by 7.1% and maximum endurance
reduces by 3.6%. These performance values are a result of the poor
airfoil geometry produced by themorphingmechanism, in which the
straight lines between consecutive control points favor separation as
the AOA increases.

Figure 19 summarizes, in a spider plot, the performance gains that
the UAV fitted with the morphing wing would achieve when
compared with the optimized fixed wing. We can clearly see the
improvements in takeoff distance and maximum speed that the
optimized morphing wing can provide. All other performance
parameters are very similar because they occur close to the design
speed of the fixed wing. The deformed morphing wing exhibits
performance values that are all below the fixed wing.

V. Conclusions

Although this work is not complete, some conclusions can be
drawn. The aerodynamic optimization carried out reveals that
reductions in wing drag of up to 30% and more can be obtained
by morphing the wing with the concept presented, representing
important performance improvements in offdesign conditions.
However, the results also show that, for the actual deformed
morphing wing, no gains are possible duemainly to the flexible skin.
Improvements in the results can be achieved if, at the rib sections,

some conformal elements are added to prevent the surface from
forming straight lines between the control points and/or more control
points are used, which would result in a better approximation to the
desired shape. Further work is being done on this subject.

A multidisciplinary design optimization tool, containing aero-
dynamic, structural analyses, and weight prediction information was
developed to help design a morphing wing for an experimental
UAV in order to improve and quantify its performance. However,
a better feedback of the structural weight into the aerodynamic
optimization step, as well as a better representation of the airfoil
achieved by themorphingmechanism, should be used to turn the tool
into a more robust one.

The preliminary experimental studies performed so far give a
better understanding of the complexity involved in using a flexible
skin material. Traditional aerodynamic relationships do not apply
directly, and one must still demonstrate whether the flexible skin
material adopted can be used to obtain drag reductions for per-
formance improvement.

This paper shows themethodology and numerical results obtained
by the authors in the context of a larger work with the objective to
design, build, and test a morphing wing. As in any engineering
project, the design is an iterative process, therefore some of the
assumptions made may not translate into viable structures and the
mechanisms shown may suffer considerable changes. The studies
will continue in order to explore different skin materials and
morphing benefit/weight increase relationships. Future work stages
will include computational studies with different experimental skin
material data, experimental determination of force and moment
requirements for the morphing mechanism, and further and more in-
depth wind-tunnel testing of the morphing wing at different flight
speeds.
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